YOU DON’T HAVE TO START OVER. GO MODULAR!

CarDAQ-M®-MC
Upgradeable to Grow with OEM Applications as They Evolve

- Easy, plug-n-play, field-upgradeable modules
- Add new modules as you want, when you want
- Designed for high performance and durability

Maximize Right to Repair with the CarDAQ-M®-MC!

CarDAQ-M®-MC is the world’s only modular diagnostic and programming device designed to grow as the OEMs continue to release new features within their applications.

- The CarDAQ-M® Mega-CAN add-on module is FCA-verified, enabling you to harness the capabilities of wiTECH 2.0!
- CarDAQ-M® fully supports J2534 API 04.04 and 05.00.

Complete OEM Application Compatibility, including:

- Emissions-related programming for all makes/models
- Model year 2018+ all module reprogramming and diagnostics
- Pre-2018, all module reprogramming and diagnostics for many OEMs
- Vehicle security and key functions available for many makes
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YOU DON’T HAVE TO START OVER.
GO MODULAR!

CarDAQ-M®-MC
The world’s only modular pass-thru also includes the world’s best support!

- Technical Support staffed by technicians who understand and know vehicle repair and pass-thru technology
- Toolbox 3 educational software providing OEM application descriptions, capabilities, videos and more (see below)
- Easy-to-install device driver updates

J2534 Toolbox
Includes everything you need to complete the job:

- J2534 News: News and information in real-time
- Up-to-date OEM Information: Application functionality, capabilities, and subscription pricing
- Video Tutorials
- OEM Web Links: Links to OEM service and support pages
- Generic OBDII Diagnostics
- Screen Sharing Capabilities: Interact with our technical support

Locksmith/ Vehicle Security

- Technician access to OEM key codes, PIN numbers, immobilizer reset information

Part #: CDM-CAN-COMBO-KIT
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